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In this report an analytical method is presented for predicting 
lateral-directional aerodynamic char3ct~ristics of light twin-engine 
propeller-driven airplanes. 
This method is applied to the Advanced Technology Light Twin-
Engine (ATLIT) airplane. The calculated characteristics are correlated 
against full-scale wind tunnel data. 
J 
The method predicts the sideslip d~rivatives fairly well, although 
angle of attack variations are not ~ell predicted. Spoiler performance 
was predicted som~what high but was still reasonable. The rudder 
. derivacives were not well predicted, in particulat the effect of 
angle of attack. The predict~d dynamic derivatives could not be 
correlated due to lack of experimental data • 
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This report describes work carried out under the second phase 
of a project perfomed by the Flight Research Laboratory of the 
University of Kansas sponsored by Crant ~!:;G 1574 from the :Iational 
Aeronautics and Space Administr:lcion (NASA), Langley Research Center. 
The purpose of this project was to correlate theoretically predicted 
aerodynamic characteristics of the Advanced Technology Light Twin 
(ATL!T) airplane with full-scale w~~d tunnel and flight test data. 
The original phases of this project were 
1. correlate theoretical predictions oi longitudinal 
aerodyna~ic charac~~ristics with full-scale wind 
tun~el data; 
2. ~orrelate theoretical predictions of lateral-directional 
aerodyna~ic characteristics with full-scale wind 
tunnel data; 
3. correlate the results of ?oint 1 and point: 2 with 
flight test data. 
The results of the longitudinal correlation (poin~ 1) are 
presented in Reference 1. This report deals only with the latcral-
directional correlation (point 2). Full scale wind tunnel data 
used in the correlation were taken ~rorn Reference 2. The methods 
used in the prediction ·.,rere taken fror:! References 3 and 4. 
The purpose of this report is to present an analytical ~ethod 
for 'predicting the lateral-directional aerod:ma,nic charncteristics 








fu~l-scale wind tunnel tests to ider.tify areas whp.re current 
predictions fall short. 
This report was originally to correlate the predicted char-
acteristics ~'ith flight test data. Howt!ver, aside from some 
per.fonaance data presented in Reference 5, sufficient flight test 
data is not yet available to perform a meaningful correlation. 
After clJnsulting with NASA, it was agreed to dele::e the Ei.ght 
test correlation phase. Additional work of a similar nature 
n Ll (full-3cale wind tunnel correlation) is presently being perfo~ed 
on another airplane in place of the ATLIT f1i~ht test correlation. 
Some derivatives for which no wind tunnel data were available 
are still presented for future comparison when this data becomes 
available. 
CHAPTER 2 
THE ATLIT AIRPLANE 
-..;. 
The ATLIT airplane is a Piper 1'.\-34-200 Seneca I general aviation 
low-wing monoplane l.rich a number or hjgh technology l'Jodificatlons. The 
m.:1jor physical c!laracteristics art! listed in Table 2.1, and a three-
view draloiing is shown in Figure 2.1. 
The impNvcments ilap:emented on the ATLIT were 
1. The original uncapered, olspect ratio 7.25 tling having 
a 65 2412 airfoil and an area of 19.4 m
2 (208.7 ft2). 
was r~placed by a new tapered wing (taper ratio 0.5) 
with a higher aspect ratio (10.32) :nrl a smaller 
area (1~.4 m2 ). The new wing used a 17-~ercent ::hick 
(~.A(ln -1 airfoil. 
., Fu!l SPan 3D-percent chord Fowlsr flaps repla=ed 
the ori3inal 2D-pcrcent chocd plain fLaps. 
3. Spoilers were in~~all~d for roll control instead of 
ailerons. 
The new wing area was mad~ small~r rind the aspec~ ratio increasea 
to provic!e better dr:t:t characteristi"s than tile ori:;inal wing. The 
GA(W)-l airfoil ~as used for its high lift-to-dra~ ratio and hi~h 
ma:dr.lUln !.ift coeffici~nt. For .:1CCel,t3ble 1.3.ndin~ ;;pe,~ds. ::ull 
span f13~5 w~re used with spoilers proviJin~ roll ~ontrol. 
In addition 3 number of changes were made 'n part of the wind 
tunnel test to clean up the drag of the ATLIT. This resulted in 
"as built' und "fully clean" wind turml>l tests. All comparisons 
.-
,in this report are done using the "f"L'lly cle.:m" wind tunnel data. 
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Ta~le 2-1: Sp~c!iicat!0ns of the ATLIT ,Urp13nc 
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Table 2.1: Con tinued 
Dit£er~nC1al~51~C_ 
Upper SUC'iilce 
Span/side, ~ (ia) '0.488 ('.25) 
Inboard ~1n~ Station, M (ia) l .. n~ (127.0) 
. Z.565 (101.0) 
Hinge, ~e~c. of Wing chord 5.791 (2:8.0) 
10 
I'.ooc :hord, <. (1n) 60 




Aced (incluJ!n, tab), m= (Cc!) 
SPun, ,. (fe) 3.60 08.7) 
Chord (cons Cant) • ,. (in) 4.1) (13.56) 
ASPdCC ratio 
4.75 
01hednl, deg o 
f!1oge 11n", perc. or: chord 
o 
Air:.)!.! 
Vertic.ll: ~AC.\ 0010 
2 , 
:n (£:-) 




1. ;~S (6;.:3) 
C .... :~ ; =~. ; 5) 
Table 2.1: Continued 
Mean aerodynamic ehord. ~ (1n) 1.2:3:4 (50.47) 
Leading ~dg~ s~eep angle, deg 39.92 
A1rf:)il llAC.\ 0009 
Stabilator t:lb: 
Area, .. 2 (fe2) 
Srlln, m (in) 
Chord (con~cant), m (in) 
Tab hinglO line to) ;cabllaeor hin,;" line, 
:II (in) 
Rudder: 
Area (includin~ tab). 1II2 (ft:) 
Span, m (1n) 
Chor~ (const:lnt). 1II (in) 
Rudder eric t~b: 
Span. oi (1n) 























Mod .. l IO-360-CrE6 
~~kcoff ?ower, hp ~OO 
~3nui~cture: Har::ell 
;)!.l.:~:~c·:n;, ~ (in) 1. )).1 (7".0) 




































Table 2.1: Concluded 
Cro •• velgnt, ~ (l~) 
E=pty veisn:, ~ (lb) 
U •• ful lOAd, ~ (lb) 
Uln& lOlding (at iro •• vei'~t), 
~ , 
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Figure 2.1: Three-view drawing of the ATLIT airplnne (Reference 1) 
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'{ 2.1 Geometric Parameters of ~ing and Tail 
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area C)r the exposed area of the winr, ar.d the tail are considered. The 
total p1anform is considered to extend through the nacelle and the 
.f. 
~ ,;1 n fU!lelnge. while the exposed planfoI1l1 ter:':linates at the fuselage. 
:.z 
: ~ Pert.inent dimensions for the wing, the hor:!.zontal ta:f; and the vertical 
'. f~ 
., F! 
, i [~] tail are shown in Figures 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2. L J, respectively. ." 
, 
Table 2.1.1 1i3ts the geometric parameters of the wing and the tail 
pertinent in the analysis. 
10 
> 
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Table 2.1.1: Pertinent IHng and Tail Geometric Parameters Used in the Analysis 
I.S"'"b"l 
1:1111; lIurizont:ll Tall Vertical TaU 
C~.erlptlon Total ExpascJ Total fxpused Ex(",scd 
S A .... , rnZ (ft 2) 14.40 (155.0) 12.51 (134.8) ).60 011.7) 1.25 ()4.9) 1.15 (l8.8) 
" 
Span, .. Cft) 12.19 (40.0) 10,96 (36.0) 4.13 (ll.56) 3.7) (12.23) 1.52 (5.0) 
A A'feet r.tlo, b2,S 10. J2 9.61 4.n 4.28 1.)) 
c t Tlv ehorJ, m (In) D.787 (l1.00) 0,787 (ll.OO) 0.871 (34.29) 0.871 (34.29) 0.723 (28.45) 
c 
r 
Root Chord, m (In) 1.575 (62,00) 1.495 (511.87) 0.871 (34.29) 0.871 ()4.l9) 1.575 (62.0) 
.\ Taper rdtlo, ct/c
r 
0.50 0.527 1 1 0.459 
C ~ Hcan aerodynamic 1.225 (48.22) 1.178 (46.31) 0.871 (34.29) 0.871 (34.29) 1.201 (47.30) 
chorJ, rn (In) 
.. . 2.709 (l06.67) 2.46 (96.85) 1.0)) (40.68) 0.932 (36.69) ~. 134 (13.15) y- L3tera1 position of c 
It:C:.J1\ ~L("~Jynu!ldc. cho;J. 
III (In) 
r 011lLJral ~n~le. d~g. 7 7 0 0 
-
Ale L~aJlng-cJge sweep, 3.67 3.&7 0 0 ~O.O 
d~~. 
-
\/4 SY"ep 0' c/4 line, 1.835 1.835 0 0 34.5 d~g. 
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Figure 2.1.2: Definition sketch of horizontal tail dicensions 
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Flgllre 2.1.3: DefinitIon sketch of vertical tail dimensions 
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CHAPTER 3 
PRESENTATIO!I OF '{ESULTS 
!n ·this chapte~~thc predicted lateral-directional characterist.ics 
of the ATLIT airplane will be compared • .... ith full-scale wind tunnel 
data of RI!ference 2. 
3.1 Sidi!slip Derivatives, Cv ~C ~, 
<6 ne "S 
The methods used in predicting the sideslip derivatives of the 
ATL[T airplane ara presented in Section~ 4.1 to 4.3. In Figures 
3.1.1 to 3.1.6 the predicterl derivativcb Cy , C ,~nd C1 are pre-a n;5 3 
sen ted and compared with full-scale wind tunnel data for o0th ?ropellcrs 
off and power-on. 
Figures 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 show the propeller off and power-on 
Cy. In general the results show S00d agreement, althougn the 
B 
effect of angle of attack has not been properly accounted for--
especially !:or the pO\o,'er-off (~ase. It is felt that the angle of 
attack effect on the fuseJage and fuselage-vertical tail co~bination 
has not been accounted tor. 
The C of the full-scale ~ind tunnel test shows a strong 
nS 
variation with angle of attack which the theoreticai ~ethods did 
not prF.dict. While tht! 'l'lerage 'lalues agree fairly well, lile 
predictions show a basically linear change in C with an~le ~f 
. n~ 
. ,., 
attack. With power on, the ?rediction is even worse, as the wind 
tunnel C var'~d even nore with 3n~le of ~ttack. As is disc~ssed 
r' g 
in Section 4.2.2, the ~i~~ position ?lays an i~?ortant role in the 
fuselage contribution to C 
n:3 
avaiL:;.i:lle to account acc'.lra':ely ~or thi.:> ~actor. 
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F1gu=es 3.1.5 and 3.1.6 sho~ the propellers off' and po~er on 
C2. prediction compared "ith \lind tunnel data. For the propellers 
S 
off case the predi~tion is somcwhat hig~, but the variation with 
angl.e of attack agrees with wind tunnel resul:s. With power on, 
the wind tunnt!l tests sholo.' a mor,~ pronounced v.J.riation with angle 
At the 1010.' angles of attack the prediction 1s not 
very good, but it improves a~ the angle of attack'is increased. 
3.2 Control Deri~etives 
The control derivatives for the spoi1~r and the rudder are 
predicted in Se..:tions 4.4 and !".5. Figure 3.2.1 presents the 
sroiler effectiveness for a = 0 AS a function of spoi:~r deflection. 
Th~ predicted effectiveness is slightly higher than the wind tunnel 
dat~. ~evertheless the pr~diction is consicerea quite good, con-
sidertnb the gener::.l nature of the predictlon method and the lack 
of d~t3 foi this class of airplane. 
Fiburc 3.2.2 presents the ya' .... ing !:loment due to spoiler deflec-
tion. Agai.n the ,Jred::ction is slightly highcr tl1an the'wind tunnel 
data, although the overal~ trend is predicted quit~ well. 
In S'~ctior:. 5.1.5 it is shown that t~e effect of pow~r or:. 
the spoiler characteristics were si~nificant in the wind tunnel 
test:;; no m2thod \o.'u,> found to prediLt this effect. 
Ftwres 3.2.3 throllt;h 3.2.5 COI";'3":"e the ;)['.!dict.~u rudder 
dcrivativ~s ~ith full-sc3le ~ind tun~el data. In qCQeral ~he 
pr~Jictions are nct ve~y ~ood. The prediction~ show l~ttlc 
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while th~ wind tunnel data exhibits ccnsici~~able variation with angle 
of attack. Th~re is little var:!.ation ill thl! rudder dt!rivatives with 
power in the wind tunnel data. It was assuned that there was no 
power effect on the predicted rudder derivatives. 
3.3 Qynamic Derivatives 
The dynamic derivatives of the ATLIT airplane' were or{&1~311y 
pr.~dicted for comparison with fli~~ht test d.lv. This Jat.1 is not 
yt~t available; ho\Oever, the .lata is "rescnt\~d her" for c.:>rlplet.:ness. 
Power effects wet'e only consid,'red ,;i,~nificant for C{' !'"igur-?s 
p 
3.3.1 throu~h 3 . .1.5 shOl~ the pl-cdi.:t..!d ,ieriv3tives as .1 !'unction 
of angle of att.lck. 
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PREDICTION OF PRI)?ELLE~-OFF STATIC S7ABILITY 
AND CO:-;TI\OL CHARACTERISTICS 
In this.chapter the propeller-off static stability and control 
characteristics will be discu&sed. The methods of Reference 3 are 
used for ;nost all predictluns. Ho .. -ever, since Reference 3 does not 
include methods for predicting spoiler control characteristics, 
Reference 4 will be used. 
4.1 Side Force Derival'·:~1-Cy 
t3 
The side force due to sideslip derivative, Cy , of the complete 
S , 
airplane is found' by considering the contributions of the following 
components: 
4.1.1 
(1) Wing, includin~ dihedral 
(2) Fusela~e, including winq-fusela~~ interference 
(3) :-<acelles 
(4) Vertical tail, including the interference of t~~ win~, 
fuselage, and hori=ontal tail. 
lHng :r,ntribution, (CY,) 
, w wr=O 
+ (C v )r-
';3 • 
The win~ contribution to Cy with no dihedral is found fron 
:3 
Equation 4.1.1.1 fron Reference 3. This ex~ression is valid for low 
subsonic ;nach nuni.lers and includes, co,aprcssibility effec::.:. 
(4.1.1.1) 
35 
-' ' .. 
'where 
CL is the win~ alone lift coefficient obtained fror.! Figure 4.1.1.1 
w 
A is the aspect ratio of the wing 
w 
hC/4 is the quarter-chord sweep of the wing 
where M is the Mach ~ucber. 
For typical general aviation aircraft with essentially straight 
wings and coderate aspect ratio (A > 6), this contribution is 1nsig-
w 
nif1cant. For the ATLIT airplane 
(Cy )w =0 = 2.32 x 10-7 CL2 per deg. B r w 
The increment in side-force derivative due to wing dihedral ~ay be 
approximated at low subsonic speeds by the following equation fror.! 
Reference 3: 
(Cy )~ = -0.0001 r S • (4.1.1.3) 
For the ATLIT 'li 'CpL:ne the win~ dihedral angle :' is 7 .O~. There fore, 
(Cy ); = -0.0007 per deg.' a . 
The summary calculation of the wing contributions to Cy are given 
S 
in Table 4.1.1.1. 
4.1.2 'Fuselage Contribution to Cy 
S 
The fuselage side-force due co sideslip contribution is the result 
of the side forces produced by the body and the wing-body incerference 
. effects. The fusela~e alone is the main contributor and is affected by 




is considered to be on1)' a function of wing location. the total" 
fuselage contribution to Cy at subsonic l1ach numbers is ~iven by 
S 






(Cy ) 2/3 is the contribution of the fuseiage only based on 
S f-
v 
two-thirde of the fuselage volume and is equal to but opposite in 
(4.1.2.1) 
sign to the potential flow part of the fuselage lift curve slope from 
Section 4.3 of Reference 1. 
Ki is the wing-body interference factor obtnined from Figure 4.1.2.1 
table 4.1.2.1 summarizes the effects of the fuselage on Cy • For 
S" 
the ATLIT airplane 
(~-) = -.00299 per deg. 
IS f 
4.1.3 ~ace11e Contribution to Cy 
. B 
Due to a lack of definitive r.Jethods for calculating the contri-
but ion of t!le nacelles to Cy' , Reference 3 lJresents th~ fol1owin~ 
S 
er.Jpirical procedures: 
(1) The effective nacelle 1en;;th is considered to extend only 
to the win~ leading edge (see Figure 2.1.4). 
(2) The nacel1~ contribution is approximated from Equation 4.1.3.1 
for bodi~s of circular cross section (based on S~) •. 
2 (k..,-k1}(S ) 
... .-: max 
n 
-n -----~-- ;Jer deg " 




~: ........ :c,;.. ~. -;'('"'", _ .. - , :>:;1 
.:: .. , .. ::~~ .. ;.r g 








is the effective cross section area equal to a circ~lar cross 
section with a diameter equal to the caximum depth of the nacelle, dn, 
from Figure 2.1.4.' 
(kZ-kl ) is the reduced mass factor obtained from Figure 4.1.3.1 
as a function of effective length and maximum depth. 
(3) To 'account for flow interference effects, the (Cy ) predicted S n 
by Equation 4.1.3.1 is reduced by one-third. 
per deg (4.1.3.2) 
The calculations for the ATLIT airplane are summarized in Table 
4.1.3.1. The total nacelle contribution is 
4.1.4 
(Cy ) = -.00048 per deg S n 
Vertical-Tail Contributions to C 
YS .' 
The contribution of ! ,e ver::ical tail to Cys is affected by the 
location of the horizontal t~il, the fuselage crossflow at the tail, 
and the wing-body induced sidewash. 
The horizontal tail can serve to increase the loading on the 
vertical tail by the so-called "end plate effect" when the horizontal 
tail is at a relatively high or 10101 position. For mid span positions 
the effect of the horizontal tail is insi~nificant. 
The effect of the fu~el3ge in sideslip is to increase the lo~~l' 
cross-flow velocity across the t~p of the body. This increased velocity 
causes an increase in vertical tail effectivcriesd. 
38 
, As the sidewash due to a yawed wing is small, the primary sidewash 
contributicn is from the body and arises from the body vortex system 
produced in sideslip. This vortex system produces lateral velocity 
components which affect the vertical tail. 
The method of Reference 3 accounts for the horizontal tail and 
cross flow factors by computing an effective asp.ect ratio. The effective 
aspect raLio of the vertical tail is 
A [ v( fh) 
1 + ~ AV(f) (4.1.4.1) 
where 
Av is the actual geometric aspect ratio of the vertical tail 
A ~(f) is th~ ratio of the aspect ratio of the vertical tail in 
v , 
the presence of the body to that of the isolated vertical tail, ob-
tained iroQ Figure 4.l.4.l(a) 
Av(fh) A is the ratio of the aspect ratio of the vertical tail in 
'J(f) 
the presence of the horizontal tail and the :uselage to the a~pect 
ratio of the vertical tail in the pre~ence' of' the fusela~e ·only. -6b-
tained from Figure 4~1.4.1(b) 
~ is a factor which accounts for the relative size of the 
vertical and horizontal tails"ob:ained fro~ Figur~ 4.1.4.2 
Table 4.l.4.l(a) shows the su~nary ca~culations to obtain the 
'effective aspect ratio of the ArLIT airplane. It shows an effective 
aspect ratio of 2.46 conpared to a geometric ;.spe\!t ratio of 1.19. 
The litt curve slope of the vertical tail is found using the 
standard Polhamus equation (4.1.4.2) by using the effective aspect 
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(e l )v is the section lift curve slope of the vertical tail obtained a 
from Section 4.1 of Reference 1. 
(4~1.4.4) 
H: is the Mach Number 
(A
c
/2)v is the mid-chord St·leep of the vertical tail. 
Table 4.1.4.l(b) shows t:l~ summary calculations. For the AILIT 
airplane (based on S ) 
v 
.0494 ?er deg 
The total vertical tail contribution to Cy is Riven in Equation 
S 
4.1.4.5 from Reference 3. It modifies the vertical tail lift curve 





. k' is. factor which accounts for the relat:ve size of the body ne~r I 
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/ 4)v is the quarter-crord sweep of the vertical tail 
zw is the vertical,odistance fromOthe centerline of the equivalent 
fuselage to the quarter-chord point of the root chord of the exposed 
wing panel, obtained from Figure 2.1.4. 
(wf'w is the depth of the equivalent circular fuselage at the wing, 
obtained from Figure 2.1.4. 
Table 4.l.4.l(c) show~ the summary calculations used to find the 
vertical tailo contribution to Cy • 
S 
For the ATLIi airplane (based on S j 
w 
(Cy )v(wfh) • -0.0056 per deg 
:3 
4.1.5 Cy of the ATLIT Airplane 
S 
The total side-force derivative of the complete air?lane (?ropell~rs 
off) is 
o( 
Table 4.1.5.1 su~~arizes the contribution of each co~ponent. 
ATLIT air?lane 




The predicted and experimental Cy is shown in Fi~ure 4.1.5.1. In 
8 
general it shows fairly good agree~ent, although it is obvious that 
the effect of angle of attack has not be~n properly accounted for. 


















Table 4.1.1.1: ~1~~ Contribution to cy 
S 
, Description 
Mach nu .. ~ .. r 
Ying aspect ratio 
Wing quarter-chord s"'~.p ;mg1 .. , deg 
Ceo .. ~tric dihedral angle, des 
Wing lift coefficient 
-7 Z per de!! <cy ) + (Cy )r - 2.32 X 10 ~ - 0.0007 





Table 2.1.1 10.32 
Table 2.1.1 1.83S 
Table 2.1.1 7 
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Table 4.1.2.1: Fuselata Contribution to Cy 
S 
Description Reference 
_ ~ing-body position ~3r&Q~ter n"'Jre 2.1.4 
~ing-body interference fact~r FLltur,; 4.1.2.1 
Cy of equivalent circular fuselage Table 4.3.' 
a R#.fer .. nce 1 
based on 2/1 ?ower- of fuselage volume 
[consid~red ~qual to th~ ne~at1ve at the 
potential flow part of (CL > J tines 
Cl f_2/3 
v 
the fuselage volu:e to 2/3 ;>OWU 
~ing reference- area, ~Z (ftZ) Table 2.1.1 
(Cy )# • -0.002986 per deg 
3 • 
" 
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Ckz - k!) 
Tabl .. 4.1.J.l: :Iacelle Contrll>ution to Cy 
3 
! Cescri l'tion 
y"",b,:"of nacelle. 
WIng :e!erence area, ".2. Cft2) 
Effective nacelle c:oss-.ection ar.ea. 
" . 
Effeccive nacelle fineness ratio 
lIacelle reduced ::mss iactor 












"able 2.1.1 1 ... 40 (155.0) 
Figuroo 2.1.4 0.292 (3.14) 
tigure 2.1.4 • 2.0S 
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4.1.4.1: VertL:a1 TaU CaLtriblll.ian to Cy 
a 
<a> :;ffecti'/e Aspect R.ltLo 
Description 
Hor1:ontal tail area, m2 (!t:) 
\"ort1 ... a1 taU .area, ~2 (tt2) 
Vert1ed taU 'pan, :!1 (ft) 
'/ertical t.til aspect ratio 
Vertical tail chord at h~ri:an.al t?Ll, " (ft) 
DLstancd !ro~ lead1n~ cd~. of v~~t1cal tafl 
t~ A.C. of hor1z~nt31 tail. In rlane of 
hor;':ant31 :.111, til (ft) 
Oilt.once fran root chnrd of vertlc~l tzn 
to feat chord of horizontal ta,!. (ft) I ra l)e~th .,f fus .. l.l~e at 1uar:.er-rcot c~arJ 
of vertical tail, 
'" 
(ft) 
Ratio a( vertical tail as?~ct ratio in 
p.resence of fusel.lo;e t:) Lsa13t~d vertical 
tail aspect ratio 
;utio ;)f ve'<tical tdl .ls~ec; ~"th) in 
?rte:h!OCII! Ot !us~la~e and hllri:ontal ta:l 
:;) a<po!ct rat~a of tall in ~r.!~encl! of 
f ... scl~.;~ .. lone 












H~ure 2.1 • .5 
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Table 4.1.5.1: cy of thd ATLlr Alrpl~ne 
a . 
3ymbo1 Ducrlpt10n Referenca 
(Cy , ~ing eontrlhutlon without dlheJral, Ta~le 4.1.1.1 B w
i
_
O per ,J.g 
(cy ," Inere=ent due to dlhedral, per del; TAble 4.1.1.1 S I 
(c" ' f Fu~.la~a eontrlbution, p£r deg Table 4.1.2.1 S 
(cy 'n ~acel1e ~ontrlbuti~n, ~er de~ Tabl.4.1.3.1 
a 
(C'C 'v(wfn' V~rtleal tall contrl~ut1on with inter- Table 4.1.4.1(,,) a ~erencd ~ccount~d tor, ~.r Jeg 
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Propeller off lift curve of t~e wina ~lone 









































High ~ ... ing 
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1.0 o -1.0 
Fi~urc 4.1.:!.1: iHm; body int~rt'~r~nce :'actor (R(!f~rencc·3) 
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Fineness ratio" (d) • 7C 
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Nacelle reduced mass factor (Reference 3) 
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Figure 4.1.4.2: Relative tail size factor (Reference 3) 
1 2 














Figure 4.1.4.3: . Relative body size factor (Reference)) 
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Figure 4. L S.l: 
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4.2 Yal,..tng }{oment Derivative, C 
nS 
The yawing moment due to sideslip derivative.·, C , of the comnlete na . 
airplane is found by considering the contributions of the following 
components: 
(1). lang 
(2) F'Jselage, including win~-fuselage interfe.:-ence 
(3) Nacelles 
(4) Vertical tail, including the interference and sidewash 
of the vertical tail. 
4.2.1 Wing Coritribution to C 
n5 
The wing contribution to C is due to the increased induced drag 
nS 
on the leading wing caused by increased lift on thE leading wing. 






1 tan ·'cf4 
::;A - ~A (.\ + '- cos .\ f') ~ ~ ~ C ~ (
A'\2 1 \ )~ cos.\ , _ -: _ . './ + 6!. s n . r::./t. . 




Aw is the wing aspect ratio 
'\c/4 is the quarter chord s .... eep angle of the l;ing 
-C
w 
is the wing ~eanaerod:~a~ic chord 
X is the distance (positive rear-.Jard) from the center .of gravit:y 
to the .... i~g aerodyna~ic center alon~ the ~ean chord line. 
55 
To correct for the three-dimensional effects of cocpressibility, 





-C is the wing lift coefficient obtained from ~igure 4.1.1.1 L 
w 
. The su~ary calculations of the wing contributions 
shown in Table 4.2.1.1. For the ArLIT airplane 
(C ) ~ 0.000156 C 2 p~r de; 
np '.I Lw 






The fuselage plus \Jin~-body interferenc~ contribution to C is 
nS 
given in Equation 4.2.2.1, taken froc ~ef~rence 3. In ~en~ral, wing 
'. 
Sl .. ee!', wing taper. and ~!ach nucber have no effect. 
where 
(C )"() 
ng t '.I 
(Sf)s is th~ fuselag~ side area obtained fron Figure Z.l.~ 
S~ is the win~ area 
h.", is the w1n5 span 












.t. ,~.~ ~ .t.". .. .... ,,'" f""·~"{'\ , 
/ , 
• I' '. :-rTf~ '~.'- rt )"'t ; '._ - .X"l '''', 1 ..... ,. ~ .,t;7 .. ~ ,--I • ·_,r·-t:.f~7~~J~· I' 
-- - :. 
There are two ways to obtain the correlation factor~. .In 
Reference 4, ~ 1s given for r.lidwing configurations and it is assumed 
. that (Cn/ f (W)d.oes not vary with angle of attack. A nomo~raph for 
obtaining y~ midi./ing configurations is shown in Fig"re 4.2.2.l. 
In Reference 3 it was concluded on the basis of Wind-tunnel data 
that angle of attack variations were significant for non midwing con-
figurations. Figure 4.2.2.2 taken from Reference 3 is used to extend 
the nr:mograph to obtain IS based on cingl~ of attack. This graph was 
constructed for-an air?lane with 2z !(wf ) = 0.50 and ::'s based on w w 
tail-off wind-tunnel data. For the ATLIT air?lane ~ ~ !(wf ) ~ 0.33; w w 
nevertheless, Figure 4.2.2.2 was used to obtain ~l in the absence of 
tail-off wind-tunnE:1 data. If tunnel data is available, the ?rocedure 
outlined in Reference 3 could be used to derive ~l for other wing 
locations. 
Table 4.2.2.1 show? the su~~ry calculation for the fuselage 
cont~ibutiou to C • 
nS 
4.2.3 Nacelle Contribution to C 
n3 
The nacelles contribution to C derives directly froc the nacelle 
n3 
side force acting through the nacelles coment arm. Equation 4.2.3.1 
from Reference 3 is used to obtain the nacelles contribution. 
where 
(4.2.3.1) 
(C ) is the nacelles cont~ibution to side force due to side slip, Y:;, n 









..( is the longitudinal distar.!c from the nacelle center of 
:1 
pressure to t::le airplane center of gravity, obtained from figure 2.1.4 
Z is the vertical.distance from the nacelle ~enter of pressur~ n . ._ 
to the airplane center of gravity, from Figure 2.1.4 
b~ is the ~ing span, obtained from Table 2.1. 
Table 4.2.3.1 sucrnarizes the contribution of the nacelles to C 
nS 
4.2.4 Vertical-tail Contribution to C 
nS 
The vertical tail contribution to C is obtained in a similar 
nS 
manner to the nacelle contribution. The vertical tail C is the 
nB 
vertical tail Cy ti:r.es the vertical tail r.:oment ar:n and is obta!:1ed 
6 
from Equation 4.2.4.1 from Reference 3. 
Iv cos~ - Zv sin~' 








tail, from Section 4.1.4 
Iv is the distance from the center of gravity to the quarter 
chord of the ~ean aerodynamic chord of the vertical tail, ?ara11~1 
to the X-body axis. obtained frou Figure 2.1.3. 
Zv is the distance from the center of gravity to the quarter c~ord 
of the mean aerodyna.,ic chord of the vertical t;>il. parallel to :!1e 
Z-body a~i5. obcained fron Fi~ure 2.1.3. 
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,~.2.5 C of the. ATLIT Airplane 
nS 
.--' 
Tile total yawing t:loment derivative of the cOl'lp1ete airplane 
(prQpeller~ off) is 
Table 4.2.5.1' summarizes the co.1tribu':ion of each COl!lllonent 
and the total C 
nS 
I 
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Yacel1d c~ntri~utlon to c" 
.:\ 
Distance <ro", c.~. to nacelle center 
of prusure. '" (~t) 
Dutancd fr~", X·body 3~ls to nacelle 
crnter of pressuro. '" (Ct) 
1oI1n~ span. n (tel 
(C I • -0.110(103;7 c.,. 3' + J. JJ(J!)()oJ sin 
n3 n ' 1 
Reference ~g"ltudd 
Table 4.1.5.1 -0.0004;'; 
Fl~ure ... . ..... O.~n6 (l.ln 
Flgure :.1.4 -0.1:2 (-.50) 









































Table 4.2.4.1: Vertical T~i1 Contrl~utlnn to C 
t:3 
!leocrl~t lcn leferenee 
'Jntic&l tail ccntrl~utlon to \3 r .. bt .. :'.1.S.1 
Pht"nce alon~ :(-boJl' :LX~' froll c.~. to Fl,ture 2.1.5 
quarter-c~crd ~t ve~tlca1 t311 ",·,an 3~ro-
d:",3Mlc chord, '" (£tl 
Oistance ~er~.ndlcu1.r tc'X-body a:ds fro .. c.~. f1~ure 2.1.S 
to qu~rter-chcrd of vurtlcdl tall "'eJn ... ro-
dynan!c chord, 13 (ftl 
~!n~ s~an, = (ft) rAb10e :.1.1 
.. 
-. 






12.19 i"O.O) ~t; , 
'., . 















(Cn 'v 3 (Cn >f 3 
C of t'~ ATLIT Airplane 
nS 
(en >n 
~ . (CnJ)V(win> 
Table 4.2.1.1 !able ... 2.2.1 T.lbl~ 4.:.3.1 rable :'.:!.:'.l 
I 
0 -0.00013 -0.0000 .. 0.00200 
0 -0.:)·)014 -0.00ll04 o.onoa 
0.00001 -0.00016 -0.0000.4 C~002l0 
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Fig~re 4.2.2.1: ~or.lograph for ~ :.lctor "for ::dd"in~ con-
fisur.lti~ns (Reference 3) 
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. Figure 4.2.i.1: 









-2 o 2 4 6 
.::1 '. Degrees 
Conparison of predicted C ~ith full scale 
:13 
wind tunnel data (?rope11~rs re~oved, 






4.3 . Rolling }loment Denv::.tlve, C. 
·s 
The airplane rolling ;noment due to sideslip. C
1 
• is composed 
S 
of the following contributions: 
(1) Wing (without dihedral plus the effect of dihedral) 
(2) Th~ effects of the fuselage on wing contributions 
(3) The vertical tail contribution. 
For general aviation airplanes without large dihedral angle 
on the horizontal tail. it can be assumed that ther~ is no significant 
contr~bution by the horizontal tail. 
4.3.1 Wing C6ntribution to C
t 3 
FroM Ref~rence 3 for subsonic speed in the line!1r lift, range. 
the wing contribution is given in Equation 4.3.1.1. 
\ 
(C,) .. (C, ) + (C, )_ + (C. )9 ~Sw . ~3 wr=Q ~a • ~S 
Generally the effect of twist (Cl ) is not significant. 
:3e 
(4.3.1.1) 
The wirig' contribution to C, . in the absence of ~eor:.etric dihedral 
.... 3 
is given b~ Equation 4.3.1.2 frOM Reference 3. 
where 
(C) .. C
L l. w~ 0 
::i 1= W 
CL is the win~ lift coefficient from Figure 4.1:1.1 
w 
(4.3.1.:') 
is the low speed portion obtained from Fl~ure ~.3.1~1. 
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t,! 1 _ 
(
AC ) 
C~ Ii· - 1 y* 
(4.3.1.3) 
wr.ere ytf is the spanwise location of the cen::roid of the angle of 
attack load. as a function of senispan. obtained from Figure 4.3.1.2. 
The effect of unifrom dihedral is accounted for by Equation 
4.3.1.4 from Reference 3. 
. (4.3 .. 1.!· 
where 
r is the dihedral angle in degrees 
Ct 
:3 (-r-)!1-0 i.:; the. incon?ressible effect of uniforn dihedral obtained 
from Figure 4;3.1.3. 
lSt~ is the compressibilit:, correction from Figure 4.3.1.4 
• 
The .su::lr.Iary calculations o)f the wing cont!"ibution to C ·are sho<..'Il 
l6 
in Table 4.3.1.1. For the ATLIT airplane 
(Cl )w = -.000266 CL - .00154 B w 
4.3.2 Effect of Fuselage on Wing Coniribution to C. 
"3 
(4.3.1.5) 
'~ile the fuselage itself has negligible CL ., it does provide 
:3 
three win~-fuzelage interference effects ~hich are quite apnreciable. 
The firs~ effect is caused by the v~rtical posi:!on of the wi~~. 
The flow about ~he fusela~e in sideslip induces verticaf !low components 
69 
which cause a change in the effective wing angle of attack. t1iti~out 
geometric dihedral. a high wing will produce a.negative Ct • a low wing 8 
will produce positive Ct • and a ~id wing will generally show no change. S 
Equation 4.3.2.1 from Reference 3 is used to obtain this first inter-
ference effect. 
where 
z is the vertical distance from the axis of the equivalen: 
w. 
(4.3.2.1) 
circular fuselage to the quarter chord of the e~posed wing panels, 
positive down. obtained from Figure 2.1.4. 
h "is the height ot the fuselage at the wing "location. fro!!! 
Figure 4.3.2.1 
1.' is the width of the fuselage at the wing location. froe 
Figure 4.3.2.1 
For wings vith eeor.tetric dihedral, the position of the wing with 
respect to the fuselage changes along the span. Tryis is the second' 
'. 
fuselage interference effect and is fo.md by Equation 4.3.2 2 froe 
Reference 3.: 
[ (dbft)oJ~'l] 2 I" -0.0005 .~ per deg 1.' (4.3.2.2) 
.. ' 
'",here 
(df)toJ is the diameter of the equivalent circular fusela~e at 
the · ... ins;. obtaiped fro!:l Figure 2.1.4. 
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The, third fuselage interference effect is caused by the tendency 
of the fuselage to straighten ,the flow and therefore reduce the effective 
sideslip angle (see Sketch A). Reference 6 shows that this effect is 
• 
a function of forebcdy length, if" wing span, and wing sweep. Ref-
erence 4 indicates that the parameter AwlcosAc/2 is al'so import::mt. 
On 'the basis of Reference 6 this factor is considered zero for no 
sweep. For most general aviation ~irplanes tnis is probably a reasonable 
assumption until systematic studies are made on this effect. 
Table 4.3.2.1 summarizes 
I 
the fuselage interference co~tributions 
to C i of the ATIlT airplane. 




4.3.3 Vertical' ~~il Contribution to C, 
t3 
The ve rtical tail, co~~ ri!.H.!ces to the airplane C. by ~.,ay of the 
.... 
;) 
rollin~ moment ?roduced by its side ~orce due'to sideslip. Equation 
4.3.3.1 from Reference 3 is used to find,the vertical tail contribution. 
71 
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(CY/v(Wfh) is the vertical tail side force due to sideslip in 




the distance from the center of gravitj- to tha ·.7~rtical 
tail m.a.c. perpendicular to the X-body a.'(is. frot:l Figure 2.1.3. 
I is the distaroc.p, from the center of gravity to thE! vertical 
v 
tail m.a.c. parallel tv the X-body axis, obtained from Fi?,ure 2.1.3. 
Table 4.3.3~1 sUll'.marizes the vertical tail contribution of the 
ATLIT airplane. 
4.3.4 C! of, the ATLIT Airplane 
S 
The total rolling mo~e~~ due to sideslip of the co~plete airplQn~ 
(propellers off) is 
(C) (C) + '(C )' + (C. ) _ ( ) 
1. proD '" 2. 2.0. r .(." :: W -. =0 





.3.4.1 sur.unarizes' the cont ribut ion of each cor::ponent 1',,1(1 
shows the Cx. of the ATLIT airplane. In Figure 4.3.4.1 the pr~d1cted 
a 
Cl is ~ompQred to the wind-tunnel ciaca. fdirty good correl~tion is B 

















SU::1.""'ta.ry: (C l ).., d :·0 
i 
Tabl. 4.3.1.1: Yint Contribution to C1 8 




WIn~ 11ft co~ffieient F18'.1re 1 •• 1.1.1 
WInR aspect ratio Table :.1.1 
IHnp. taper ratio. Table 2.1.1 
Variation or Ct wtt~ win~ lift. per dell Fi&ure 4.3.1.1 a 
Spanwise positton of the centroid of I l'1<j;ure 4.3.1.: s?an load1n~ ~s 3 fraction of se~i.pan 
- -').OOO:2~ CL 
.., 
















SU::l.":111rv: ,t: .. l. . 
':I 
~tcr1pt!"n Refdunce '1a"n!tuJ .. 
Illng HheJr .. l Au"l,,_ d.<t '!\ab14 2.1.1 1 
Yin!; h.llf·~h.:rd ~\J~ItP J.n,l.!, J,,~ rable ~.l.l ,) 
l~v tpe".! I!ife.:~ .,{ J1h.·dr .Il F!tture .:..3.1.3 ·O.OOO~: 
C,'mpr"Hlblltcy ':1~"·:'~l!t {",n f.l.:tllr FI~,,"e :'.1.1 ... 1.0 











Table 4.3.2.1: Fuselage Eff~ct ~n ~l~g Cl e 
Description R .. f"rence 
\ling aspect ratio Tabl" 2.1.1 
:l1nct span, .. (ft) . Table 2.1.1 
Vertical J1st3nce of wing root chord Fls;ure 2.!.~ 
bdlov cc~ter11ne ~( th~ equivalent 
circular fuselap,e, ~ (ft) 
DiaMeter ~: equivAlent circular (u~elagd Filture 2.1.4 
at vin.;, Q (ft) 
W1ng dihedral .lngie, de,. Tabl" :.1.1 
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~nb14 4.1.3.1: Vertical rail Contribution to C 
LS -
S~bol :J~scr ipt ion itef .. reonce 
(Cy ) Vertical tail conerlbution to Cy Uble 4.i.5.1 a v("fnl S 
Zv Distance per?endicu1ar to X-body axis Figure 2.1.5 
fro:! c.;;. to quarter-chord of ~ean aero~ 
dyna:nic chord of vertical tail, t'I (ft) 
Iv Disunce along X-body axi:l froOl c.g. to H~ure 2.1.5 quarter chord of t'lcan aerod~amic chord 
cf vertical tail, CI (ft) 
b., Wing span, '" (ft) Table :.1.1 











CL (C I 





F1 6 • ~.1.1.1 Tlbla 4.3.1.1 
·'- '-:,~ 




0 0.3019 -0.:100068 
~ -::; -- : 2 0 ... ;95 -0.000108 
-"":".\ 4 0.6571 -O.OOOH9 
15.9 1.494 -0.000Jl.~ 
, ~ •.. ",~. 




Tabl.4.3 •. 4.1: Ct of the ATtIT A1~pl.1ne a 
. (CL lj 3 (C L 'c(w) d (Ct/"(wCnl 
(al T.101" 4.3.1.1 (1I; !.]bl~ ft.l.:!.l .able :'.>.3.1 
-J.00154 0.000107 -0.00i03 
-0.OC~;4 0.000107 -Q.OO0632 
-0.00154 0.000107 -0.000560 
-0. ,~01S4 0.000107 -O.01l0483 
-0.0015 .. C.0001C7 -0.0110415 
-0.0015 .. 0.000107 0.,)01102; 
7i 
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figure 4.3.1.1: Inco~pr~ssib1e variatiOn cit C. 
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Figure 4.3.1.1: (continued) 
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Fig~re 4.3.:.2:' Spanwise location of centroid of an~le 
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4.4 Sooiler Derivatives, C.t -1-C 5 r,S 
s s 
, In order to free the entire trailing edge of the wing for high-
lift devices. spoilers were used to provide roll control. The spoilers 
used are vented. gapped. upper-surface roll-~ontr"l spoilers. For' a 
discu:3sion of the design decisions cade in developing the s!,oilf"!r 
syste,l4. see Reference 5. Figure 4.4.1' shows the spoiler installation. 
4.4.1 Rolling ~roment Due 1:0 Spoilers, C ' t.. 
u 
s 
The methC'd used in obtaining the spoiler cerh,ative C2. ' is taken 
., 
5 
from Reference' 4 and is based on a simplified lifting surface theory. 
This method is valid only for attached f1~w conditions. Reference 5 
outlines some of the characteristics of spoiler in the stall region. 
The rolling moment produced by deflecting one spoiler is given 




2. .. -- ua' 2 5 (4.4.1.1) 
ua' is the spoiler lift effectiveness in terns of the change i.n 
s 
zero-lift angle of attack. obtained from Figure 4.4.1.1 
C' is the rolling moment effectiveness of t~o full chord centrols 
1.., 
deflected antisycmetrically, obtainc>d fro::! Fi~ure 4.4.1.?, based on 
the effective inboard and outboard ends of th~ control. For ~arti31 








......;..-------~-.----------'-.... ----.------------ .. 
o ~ ____ ~ ______ ~ __ __ 
o 
Sketch A 
The effective inboard and outboard spoiler locations are ~iven 
I 
in Equation 4.4.1.2 froo Referenc~ 4. 
(4.4.1.2) 
where 
~i' ~o are the actual inboard and outboard p.nd5 of the spoiler 
v 
= -'-bIZ 
U ~i' ~ no are the effective increme~ta of the 5poiler lc~ations 
due to the spanwise floy of the spoiler wake, obtained from Eqt·.a.:l.on 
4.4.1.3. 
x' 
4(1 - ~) 
c 








[1- (j - ;.):"1 1 -----

























",.,- ~... I· .... " I ..... 
where 
e is determined from Fi~ur~ 4.4.1.3 as a function of spoiler 
sweepback given in Equation 4.4.1.4. 
x' 
4(0.75- (1_2.)] 
It. 1\ c (1 - A) tan s· tan. cf4 - A 1 + ). 
Using the above procedure, the spoiler rolling mcment can be 




For the ATLIT spoiler deflections of 10, 20, 40, and 60 de~.ees 
were used. Table 4.4.1.1 su~~arizes the calculations for the ~TLIT 
airplane. The predicted v,!lues are presented in Figure 4.4.1.4 and 
compared with wind tunnel data. 
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fir:;t I,; Jll~ tIl a dt!l!r~ase in Induced drll!; "n "ne win~; tht! second is 
~n increas~ in proril~ dra~ "n the winK with the Jeflt!ctcd spoil~r. 
Tht~ C1<!th".1 used. t.lken fr"m Ref<.lrenct! 4. includes both effecl:S. 
faund directly fr~m Figure 4.4.1.1. As in th~ csse of the rollin~ 
~nd C then ("und as a (uncti"n "f 5$ n.~ 
$ 
r.lbl~ ... 4.1.1 :;ur.ll'l.lrl::~:i the .\iLlT C calcul.ltl"ns. n"llre 
n.s 
, , " .. 
...... -.-
s 
with wind-tunnel rcslllt~. 
'. 
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r1Gurc 4.4.1: Spoiler lnitallation (Reference 7) 
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TAbl.! 4.4.1.1: SpoUoar E(fect1v~neu of thl! ATttT ,urrl.lne 
Descript ion 
Chan~eln zero-tlft oln~l~ of 3tt.lck 
due to spoller deflection. ra.aAnS 
~Lling aom~nt effectiveness of tvo 
full .chord spollo!rs. pu ud . 
InboArd And outboard nondi:ne:\donal 
spo ller locAtions. ,I • 2y /b 
Eff~ctive ~pol1.r loc3tions 
Spanvi_e deflectlon of spoiler wake. 
dolS 
Spoiler deflection &n~1e. de~ 
Distance (roo ollrfol1 ~e.ln ~lne to 
.. nd ,,( .poU"r 
Dists:!ce irOOl airfoil 1.3din~ eJ>.e 
to end oi ~pol1er· 
x h 
5 d.~ -.!. -.!. ~~. s· .: c • 
. 
10 0.;71 :).0,4 ,L,)S6 
~O 0.76<1 O.lln6 O.O:l7 
lot} 0.755 O.'1~O I O. tOB 
~O \1. ; 16 ').110 tl.1:3 
Rl!f.:lunce 
Figure :'.~.1.1 
Flgurp 4.!..1 • .:! 
Figure ::.1 
Equation ... .l.i.: 
Figure ...... 1.) 
Equ.ltion ~.~.t.) 
Figure ~.".l 
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Figure 4.f..1. 4 
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, Spoiler defl~ctiont d~~ 
Comparison of predicted s?oiler etrectivenes~ 
with full-scale wind tunnel data (Power off; 









Table 4.4.2.1: Yawing ~!omen~ ,'\,Ie to SpoLlars on the ArLIT Airplane 
I:~.c:r1ption Reference 
Spoiler Ipan. '" (ft) T.,l. 2.1 
Wing t3per ratio T.:ble 2.1 
Distance from airfoil leading edga Figure 4.4.1 
to end pC spoiler 
Distance from 3irfoil me~ line Figure 4.4.1 
to end of spoilor 
Xs h 
S • deg ...!. C s , c c: n 
, 
, 10 0.771 0.054 a.OOll 
20 0.768 0.066 I).C027 
40 0.755 0.090 0.0('61 
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. Figure 4.4.2.2 CO;:1parison 0: ?r.i!,,Hct.:!d ::aw cue to 5?oil.:!rs 
+p- ;~ ~.; . 
~ith wind tunnel data (?ropll1ers rcnoved, l=OO). 
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The rudder derivatives are found b~' :lssuming that the rudder 
is a simple flap. The slc!e force is determined directly and the 
yauing and rolling cooents are found by consideri~g the side force 
acting through the ~ppropriate ~o~ent arm. 
4.5.1 Side Force Due to Rudder 
The side force due to rudder deflection ~S found by Equation 
4.5.1.1 froc Reference 3. 
(e' ) L v 
a (4.5.1.1) 
r~ where 
r ( . 
(CL )v is the ~ffp.ctive lift curve slope of the vertical tail, 
a 
obtained from Equation 4.5.1.2. This is the same as -Ie ) ( ) 
• '{;3 v t"fh 
fron Equation 4.1.4.5 with aetas D O. 
'. 
(C 1 )v is the section lift cu:ve slope of t~e vertical tail (l 
from Reference 1, .Sectio~ 4.1 
rudd~r span factor obtain~d fro~ !igure 4.5.1.1 
(4.5.1.2) 
13 the rudder chord factor obtained from Fi~ure 4.5.1.2 
35 a function of effective vertical tail aspect ratio and t~e ratio 
c
r 
of rudd~r chord to vertical tail chord 


















CI 6 is the section lift effectiveness of the rudder obtained fro~ 
:;' 
Equation 4.5.1. 3 
CI 
1 . 5 (C) K' 
- s" (C ) I theory' 1 '5 theory 5 
(4.5.1.3) 
\lhere 
(C I )t~eory.iS the theoretical value' of sectioa lift ~ffectiveness 6 
obtained fron Figure 4.5.1.3 
C, 
6 
.--- is a correction far:tor obtained from Fis;ure 4.5.1.4 (C I )theory 6 
as a function of crl Cv al'~ 
C, 
(l 
(C) , wher~ (e l ) h is obtained from Equation 4.5.1.3 I theory (l t eory 
(l 
as a function of thickt:ess ratio and trcu.ling edge angle din: 
(e l ) h .. 6.~O+4.7(t/c)(1+O.00375 dlIE) per radio~. (l t eory . 
K' is a correction factor for reduced effectiveness at high 
defl~ctiob angles, obtained fron Figure 4.5.1.5. 
The slIrrrnary calculations for Cy of the ATtI. airplane are 
.5 R 
shown in Table 4.5.1. 1. Figure 4.5.1. 6 conl'ares the calculations 
with full-scale wind-tunnel results 'fo~ power off. 
4.5.2 Rollin~ ~OMent Due to Rudder, C," 
~R 
(4.3.1.3) 
The rolling ~nMent d~e to rudder deflection is given by EquJtior 
4.5.2.1 [rOM Reference J. 
100 
" 



















/ ' cosn + ~, sln~ v -v 
b (4.5.2.1) 
w 
[' is the d1stnn~~ par311~1 to the X-body axis ~ron tha c~ntar 
v 
of t;r'l'Jit~· to ::ho, qu.:trt~r chord of th~ nean a~rodyn.:lmic chord of the 
portion of thl! v~rti~al tr,il spanM~ by th~ ruddl!r. 
::~ is the dist3nce par311el to the Z-body 3lds irem the center 
of gravity to the quarter chrod of the ::leall a~rodyna:nic chord of the 
, portion of the vertical tail spanned by the rudder. 
Note that for tull sr.ln rudd~rs, I' and :' .:tre the samt'! ,1S Iv v \. 
and z defined in Secti0ll ~.~.4. 
v 
Table :'.5.:.1 eU\:1r.;at'i:es 'th~ ATtIT airl'lanl!'s C~ " 
'SR 
, , 
sh"\,'5 t!le conp3rhwII with full-scale wind-tunnl!1 results. 




The :·.l\,'ln~ r.1M:,~nt Ju<' t" rudJer tk:fh'ct i0n ~~ ~iven ~y r:~uatl\'n 
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(C ) 15 thellry 
O .. :rLrtLon 
Vertic&l tAil area 
Effective 11ft curve slope of the 
yertical tail, per rad 
S~ctLon 11tt curve .lope ~f thw vertical 
tail, per rad 
Rudder epan factor 
~uddcr chord !3ctor 
Vertical tail tAper ratl~ 
~:10 DC rudJer chord to vertical t3tl 
chord 
Correct len f~ctor ~Jr 11ft d:(ectlv~ne.~ 
Thellrotlr31 .ectl~n.litt effe::lvendss, 
per rad 
Defldct!~n ~n~le c"rrc~tlon t~r.tor 
Section 11ft et(~ctlvene'8 or rud~Qr, 
por roOd 
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.2 .3 .4 .5 
-c 
Theor~tic31 section lift effec-
tiveness (Reference 3) C 
, I a. 
(C I ) tMory . 
" 
1 0 ~--'~--r---'--..--""'--r---:-..,..--,---.., 1. 00 
• f'" .98. 96 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I!~~!I .94.92 .90 .83 .S6. e4 .8 .82 
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Fig~re ~.5.1.~: ~~pirical lift etrectiveness 





















































Fi3ure 4.5.1.5: Empirical correction for high de-
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Figure 4.5.1.6: Comp3rison of predicted Cy with wind tunnel data 
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Change in side force with rudder deflec- Table 4.5.1.1 
tion, per deg 
Distance parallel to the X-body axis U"ure 2.1.5 
frolll the c.g. to the quarter-chord of 
the mean aerodynamic chord of the portion 
of the vertical tall gpanned by the 
rudder, CI (ft) 
Distance pa~'11e1 to the Z-body axis from F1~ure 2.1.5 
the c.~. to th~ qU3rter chord of the mean 
aerodyna~ic chord " tha portion of 
vertical tail spanned ~, rhe rude .. r, ~ (ft) 
Wing sp3n, III (ft) Table 2.1.1 
C1 5 
r 
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Table 4.5.3.1: C of the ATLIT Airplane 
D6 
r 
w· ::,..mbol Desc:ription Reference !'\agnitude 
I (\ Change in side forc:e with rudder deflec- Table 4.5.1.1 0.00299 r tion, ;lEor deg 
I I~ Distance parallel to the X-body axis Figure 2.l.S 4.50 (14.75) froo the c.g. to the quarter-chord of the mean &erodyn3nic chord of the ?ortion 
of the vertic.l tail spanned by the 
.-.-,,-
rudder, m (ft) 
I r: z' Distance.parallel to the Z-body axis from F1~ure 2.1.5 -1.22 (-4.0) v the e.g. to the quarter chord of the ~ean aerodynamic: chord of the portion of 
vertical tail spanned by the rudder, M (ft) 
I b 
" 
Wln~ span, m (ft) rable 2.1.1 12.19 (40.0) 
I 
I 
I C n6 r 3, deg per rle>; 
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CHAPTER 5 
?RED!CTIO~ OF PROPELL'£R-OFF DY'lAHIC ,DERIVATIVES 
In this chapter the propeller-off dynar.J~c (rate) derivatives 
are calculated. TIle methods of Reference 3 are usp.d in all cases. 
The cethClds are based u~on lifting-surface theory and are considered 
valid for a:tached flew conditions. It is assumed t!lat the flow 
will remain attached up to near stall'for conventional general 
aviation airplanes of moderate to high aspect ratio. All cocputed 
derivatives are in the n:ability axis system. 
5.1 Roll Damping Derivative, Cl p 
The roll damping of the air?lane is found by considering the 
contributions of the following components: 
(1) Wing-body 
(2) Horizontal t",~.~ 
(3) Vertical tail 
(4) ~acelles 
5.1.1 Wing-Body Contribution to CL p 
For conventi\\~<:.l ~"r.eral avjation airplaaes • ... ith fuselage-width 
to win~-span ra~ios of 0.25 or less, the win~ is the dominating fa~tor 
and the fuselage may be ignored.. For zero lift. C 1. of the 'wing na:, 
p 
be found from Figure 3.1.1.1. 
To ac~ount for dihedral and non-zero lift conditi'Jr.s, Equation 
3.1.1.1 f=om Reference 3 is used. 
112 
,. Pi 
~~_._",_.""-_""'~"".F"""'. _; ... '____ ,.. . ... _~ .......... ...,.,,.,.,;q ... --..... ~..,~.}.;,.~ ...."".(,... •. "" ... ,.,..~'* ••.. "?~ ...... ~Qi .. _. *,'" uu;,t'.;. ;.;;0 .... 
(5.1.1.1) 
where 
(Ct)w -0 is the zero lift Ct obtained from Figure 5.1.1.1 P CL P 
(eL)w is the. propeller off lift curve slope of the wing at the 
a CL 
ltft coefficient being considered, obtained from Figure 4.1.1.1. 
(eL 'w' -0 is the propeller off lift CUl~e slope of the wing at 
a CL 
zero lift 
(C1, )j .. O 
p 
obtained ft'om 
is a correction factor which accounts f~r wing dihedral, 
Figure 5.1.1. 2 
(~C')d is the dra~-induced rolling ~oment caused ~y ~ing drag 
k rag . p 
in roll, obtained frOM Equation 5.1.1.2 from Refer~ncp. 3. Th1S incre-
ment is small for high.aspect ratios. 
(~C .) = 
9. drag 
. 2:\ Aw of: ~ C~s(.\c/~)J· 1(_ 
S1n 'c/4 A ... + 4 COS(fic/4)~J- 8 ~Do)'" P 
where 




ThG lo~ speed ~ing-body coatribution to CL is next modified to p 











__ ; __ ~"'.4 _____ ? _________ ·_~ ___ _ 
where 
B2 .. 11 - M2cos2(ACII.)W 
w 
Table s.i.1.1 sutm:larizes the calculat~ons for the wing-body 
contribution to Ct for th'e ATLIT airpla.'1e. p 
5.1.2 Horizol1tal-Tail Contribution to C2, 
P 
In general the' horizontal tail contribution can be found in an 
analogous manner to the wing contribution. For nornat tails it is 
of the order of on~ percent on the wing contribution. 
For zero dihedral tails in the linear :ift region, Fquation· 
5.1.2.1 (froM Reference 3) gives the horizor..tal ta11 C2, referenced 
p 
to :he wing area. It also accounts for wing·interft:ren::e effects. 
(5.1.2.1) 
where all quantities are referenced to th,~ horizontal tail ·and defined 
in Sectioa S.i.l. 
In Tabl~ 5.1.2.1 the horizontal tail cC\lcul:ltions are SUM.':Iarized 
for the ALLI! airplane. 
5.1.3 Vertical Tail Cont.rihution to C . 
.. 
? 
During rolling, the wing induc~s ~idewash on the vertical' tail 
due to uns~~~trical span loading. The equ3t~on used to dete~ine 
the vertical tail contribution, frow Reference 3. i~ 
(
z COS:.l + I Si':!:l) (1(':: .. COS~ + I"sino.) ) (C,) = -57.3 (e
L
') v b v _ .'--_-'-.:. __ .....:...-'-_ .,. _,c_ 
.. v v .... ?b:, . p :x w '''; ~ 












(Ci )v is the vertical ta~l effective lift curve slope obtained 
" from Section 4.3.1. 
Z is the vertical distance parallel to the Z-body axis from 
v 
the e.g. to the vertical cail mean aerodynamic chord, ootained from 
Figure 2.1..3. 
Iv.is the horizontal distance (parallel to the X-body axis) 
frcm·r.he center of gravity to the quarter chord of the oean aerodyna~ic 
cho~d of the vertical tai~. from Figure 2.1.3. 




There is no easy way to calculate This facto~ vr.r.ie~ 
with angle bf atl3c~ and is influenced by ~spect racio. sweepback, 
an,' tail gco~etry. A value of .20 was used in Reference 3 and thus 
*as also used here due to lack of better guidelines and the similarity 
of the airplane in Referenc~ 3 with the ATLI! airpldne. 
The 5UI:lr.:Sry calculations for the vet:tica~ tail contribution are 
given in Table 5.1.3.1 for the ATLIT airplane. It can be seen that 
the effect of the tail is soall. 
5.1.4 ~dcelle Contribution to C. 
~ 
P 
The nacelle co)r:tribution to C. is caused by t:le chan~e· in 
, 
p 
at1~lt~ ,,: .lttad: induced by the !"oll. rate .. Equati,)U 5.1. ... 1 rr.Jm 
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YT is the distdncc parallel to the Y-lxis from the thrust line 
to the center of gravity 
(CL )n is the lift curve slope of the nacelles 
a 
The value of (eL ) was found by taking the derivative of Equation n , 
a 
5.1.4.2 froo Reference 1 (Equation 4~3.5). 
therefore 
CL • 0.0020]1 a + 0.0000201 ~2 
n 
(el )n • a.aO~O]l + 0.0000402 a 
a 
The nacelle contributions are su~arized in Table 5.1.4.1. 
5.1.5 CL of the AIlIT Airplane p 
(5.1.4.2) 
(5.1.4.3) 




Table 5.1. 5.1 sur..r.larL: .... :; t~e prop~l1er-off C l of, the .\TlI':'. 
P 
Fl~ure 5.1.5.1 presents C. ~s a function of an;le of attack. There 
'p 
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Wln\: aspect utl0 Table ~.l.l 
Wln~ quarter-chord swe\!p an~le. d~p:. .able Z.l.l 
.. 
Wlng taper ratl0 Tab 1" Z.l.l 
Io/lng SP"". :II (ft) Table :.1.1 
Fuselage wiJth at w1n~. '" (ft) Fi&ure 2.1.4 
Zero 11ft wln~-body C~ . ~ttr nil ci!;ure 5.1.1.1 
P 
Vertic31 d1stance ft'om c.~. t" qU3rt~r- Figure 2.1.4 
chord of "ln~ root chord, 1'1 ((t) 
!Hn", dlh"dr31 .. n;l". Jel:; .301 .. 1.1.1 
Dlh"Jral ~!!~ct on Ct Fi.;ure S.1.1.: 
P 
"lng 11ft -:urJe :;1C'~t! .It ;:l!fO lItt. rl~ur~ •• 1.1.1 
j'Ier r3d 
t.:in~ lii: ,urve .:;l')~~t! al 
"L' .-;~r raj Fi,Uft'* ~.1.1.1 
Zl.!to ll:'t 'Jtn~ dr,lI; T,l')" ~.l.!.!.~ 
:\ef~r..! 1,:'" 1 
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(!C l \ 
p Jr.1~ 
:lescri;>tion 
Horizontal tolii a~p~ct rolcl0 
Hori:ontal tail gp .. n, '" (fc) 
Win~ span, ~ (ftl 
Oyna",{c prt!s.sure r.1Cio :It h(\r!zonc.Jl 
tan 
Hori!ont~l t3~1 quarcer-~horJ 3We~? 
~Ulstl~. J~g 
~e:o 11fc C. ~f th~ ~ori:nnt~l cail 
'p 
Incr~o~nt In C~ du~ t~ Jr.1( 
? 
SUi::""olr~": {C: ':1( • -,).0i15:':-5 - f).J'l;)l.~O CL :. pdr r.ld p h 
lIS 
Refercnce :1 .. ~n1tude 
T.lbl" 2.1.1 3.~O (38.1) 
Table :.1.1 14 .• ~O (155.JI 
Tbh 2.1.1 4.15 
Tabl .. 2.1.1 
". L3 (1l.56) 
Tabl .. ~.l.l n.19 (~O.U) 
T"bl" ~.?J.J 1.0 
Rl!f eranc~ ~ 
rable :.1.1 0 
;("ure 5.:.1.1 -l'. )3 
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T~ble 5.1.3.1: Ver:ical Tail Contribution to C. 
. 4 
P 
Symbol Ducription Reference 
(CL')v Vertical tail \!f~~ct1ve Uft curve slope, Table 4.5.1.1 
" 
per deg 
z Vertical dist3nce froa the c.g. to the FIgure 2.1.5 
·v 
vertical tall mean aerod)~~~lc chord. 
III (ft) 
Iv lIorizonta1 di9t3nce fro", the c. g. to Figure ~.l.S 
the quarter-chord of the v~rtlC3l tail 
"'ean 3er~dyn~~lc chord, '" (ft) 
bll Ulng span, '" (ft) Table :.1.1 
"0 . Rate of chanl!e of 51~e~35h \lith wingtip ~ -
"Tv" helix angle 
(C t )v' per f3d p 







































Table 5.1.4.1: ~acell. Contribuc.:n to Ct p 
Description Reference 
Nacelle 11ft curle slope, per deg Equation 5.1.4.3 
Distance parallel to Y-axl! from thrust Figure 2.1.1 
line to e.g., Q (ft) 
Wing span, m (fc) Table 2.1.1 
(CZ )n' pel: de:t 




























































Table 5.1.5.1: C1 of the ATLIT Airplane 
II 
(C, 'hf (C1 )v (C1 )n 
II II II 
bble S.1.2.1 Table 5.1.3.1 Table 5.1.4.1 
-O.OOSS -0.00186 -0.00515 
-0.0055 -0.OCOS4 -0.00537 
-0.0055 O.c -0.00559 
-0.0055 0.00'165 -0.00581 
-0.0055 0.00112, -0.00603 
-0.0055 -0.00:130 -0.00735 
'. 
121 
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Figure 5.1.1.1: Zero lift wing and' horizontal tail C1 • in-p 
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5.2 Yaw Damping ~erivative! C
n 
r 
The yaw damping derivative is largely caused by the vertical tail 
. and to some exte~t by the wing. The fusela3e is of minor importance 
for conventional general aviation aircraft. 
5.2.1 t-ling Contribution to C 
nr 
A wing undergoing yaw rate will experience asymmetric lift distri-
butions due to changes in velocity. These lift changes cause induced 
drag changes which proGuce a yawing moment. Equation 5.2.1.1 frOM 
Reference 3 gives the incoepressible win~ contribut~.on. However, the· 
profile drag te~, (CD )101' should be at the appropr:l.ate Hach number. 
0 




_-.::.t'_ accounts fot' the C 
n 




. yawing of an isolated winb 
Figure 5.2.1.1. 
r 
about itr: aerod:manic center. obtained froe 
(lien )2 
r ~~~- accounts for the uns~etrical spanwise distribution of (CD )101 
o 
profile drag, obtained fron Figure 5.2.1".2. 
If the air?lane c.g. does not coin~ide with the wing aerodynamic 
~enter. then the factor (C
n 





":.,~-~- ... """,,"~----- .. --~-~~~. ------. ..........-.-.---~~---~--~--~---..... "'"-"' . ..,.----.--.~.---~~ 
! 
(O\Cn/ 1] I ( 4cos!. /4 A) - unA /4 
CL 
Z 
- -I .,--:-,.....::e~_ + .., 2!... __ c_ + 
"w + '';08'\c/4 2cOSAc/~ C "''.I 




x is the longitudinal distance from the e.g. to .the wing serodynacic 
centl!r. 






from Figure 5.2.1.1 for Ac/4=O. 
The general wing contribution equation is now 
(5.2.1.3) 
For the A7LIT the c.g. was assu~ed to be at the wing aerodynamic center. 
Table 5.2.1.1 sUr.u:larizes the wing contri:,ution foC for the A'LLIT. 
or 
5.2.2 Fuselage Contribution to C 
n 
r 




to C is st:lall compared to the vertic.:l 
n 
r 
method is presented to calcula':e (C ) _. 
n t 
r 









comes fror.! a straight restoring nonent due to :he side~l.ip i'1duced 









general there is no method to calcula+:e the oscillating sidc .... ash. 
and in fact Reference 3 su;gests that it nay not be iQport~nt. 
Assuoing that the wing cancels the fuselage sidew~Jh. the ve~tical 
tail C is given by Equation 5.2.3.1. 
nr 
(
I cosa - z. sina) (Cn )v D -114.6(Ci)v v b t 
r . a w 
where 
'!J.2.3.l) 
where (CL )v. Iv' ~nd zv are defined the sa~e as in Section 5.1.3. 
a 
Table 5.2.3.1 shows the su~ary calculations for the vertical 
tail C~r of the ATLIT airplane. 
5.2.4 C of the ATLIT Airplane 
nr 




Table 3.2.4.1 summarizes tte p~ooe1Ier-of: C of the AILIT 
. n 
, . \ r 
Figure 5.2.4.1 shows C 
n 
r 
as a functi~~ of angle of attack. Mo wind 
tunnel data is available for co~?a~ison. 
~.-. ' .. -.' 
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1I1ng taper ratio 
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T.tbl" S.1.I.l: 
Oe~crl:,tlon 
\'"rt leal t311 "if"ctlve 11ft ~ur-vQ slol''' , 
~er Jell 
VHtlc.11 Jlst.anc..: from thd c:.~. t" th .. 
.Vl"rtl":011 tail "'''3n .. er"Jyn.1:o1c cherJ, 
IS (trl 
lIor!:ontal distance (ro:o t~le e.g; to tho! 
qU.lrt.!r-.:h"col "f th .. vertlc.1! t .. ll D~.1n 
a.ro,l\-n.1lll1c; eh.)rJ • .. (ft) 
~ln, -ran, '" (ft) 
'. J .. ~ (e r. lv' P<:'I' r .. .J 
r 
(Eq. 5.~.J.ll 
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Table 4.5.1.1 
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Figure 5.2.1.2: Increment in C due to wing profile drag 
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'3.3 Roll Due to Yaw Rate Derivative, Cl 
r 
Rolling moment due to yaw rate is mainly affected by the wing' 
and vertical tail'only for airplanes of conventional fuselage shape. 
Therefore only wing and vertical tail effects are calculated. 
5.3.1 Wing Contribution to Ct 
, r 
The'wing contribution to Ct . is produced by the spanwise lift 
r 
differential produced by the yaw rate. For unswept wings, C. is 
linear with lift until C~. 
.. 
r 
There is also an increment due to 
geometric dihedral. For zero Mach number, tile win~ Ct is given 
r 
by Equation 5.3.1.1 from Reference 3. 
(e l ) r w 
where 
is the compressible change in Ci due to wing lift 
r 




lr ) is obtained froM Figure 5.3.i.1. 
CLw ,"'~!=O 











The valid lift range of Figure 5.3.1.1 is dependent upon sweep angle. 
For conventional unswept general aviation airplanes. it is uGable 
throughout the linear life range. Also note that this procedure ignores 
the effect of cpnter of gravity location. In general there does not 
appear to be enough data to account for this effect. 
Ta~le 5.3.1.1 summa~izes the calculations of wing Ct for the 
r 
ATLIT airplane. 
5.3.2 Vertical Tail Contributions to Ct 
r 
dO Excluding the effects of sidewash. ~ as in Section 5:2.3 
3 ,..-..-!!. 2v 
the aperiodic contribution of the vertical tail to Cl can be obtained 
r 
from Equation 5.3.2.1 from Reference 3. These calculatiop.s are sum-
marized in Table 5.3.2.1 for the ArLIT airplane.· 
(5.3.2.1) 
where (CL )v' ~v' and Iv are defined the same as in Section 5.1.3. 
et 
5.3.3 C~ of the ATLIT Airplane 
r 
The propeller-off Ci of the ATLIT airplane is given' by Equation 
r 
5.3.3.1. 
7a~le 3.3.3.1 sUi:1r:1arizes the propeller-off C~ of the ATLlT. 
r 
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Table 5.3.1.1: Wing Contribution to c t 
r 
Description R~terenc .. 
Mach 'lumber 
-
Wing a~pect ratio Table 2.1.1.1 
Wins taper ratio Table 2.1.1 
Wing quarter-chord .veep ansle. dell Table 2.1.1 
Wing dihedral, deg Table 2."1.1 
Wing lift coefficient Figure 4.1.1.1 
Wing contribution to CL for Ii-r-o Figure 5.).1.1 
r 
Wing contribution ·to Ct for r-o Equation 5.3.1.2 
r 
Dihedral contribution to CL Equation 5.3.1.) 
r 






























Table 5.3.2.1: Vercical .ail Contribution to C~ 
r 
Oescrip tion Reference 
Vertical tail effective lift curve dope, Table 4.5.1.1 
per deg 
Vertical distance fro", thp. e.g. to the Figure 2.1.S 
vcrti~al tail mean ~e.cd~~amic chord, 
II (ft) 
.. 
Horizontal discance iraQ che c.g. co che Figure Z.1.5 
quarter-chord of che vertical tail zeAn . 
aerodyn4Cic chord, m (fc) 
~ing span, Q (Ie) Table 2.1.1 
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Table 5.3.3.1: Cz of the ATLIT Air?1ane 
r 
eC1 )\1 ecz )v eCl )prop a, deg r r r off (TablC! 5.3.1.1) ('rable 5.3.2.1) (Eq. 5.3.3.1) 
-4 
-0.0121 0.0253 0.0142 
-2 0.0306 0.0239 0.0545 
0 0.0732 0.0214 0.0946 
2 0.1158 0.0113 0.1346 
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5.4 Yaw Due ~o Roll Rate Derivative, C
n (l 
In this analysis only the effects of the wing ~nd vertical tail 
are calculated, s{nce thej are the predominating contributors to C
np 
5.4.1 Wing Contribution to C 
n p 
tUng rolling produces antisYJllI'letrical lift loat!ing which C':hlses 
a yawing moment due to induced drag. Additio~ally roll-iilduced 
changes in dngle of attack produce a char.go:! in visCOUG drag. Also 
d1hedr~1 effects are consider~d separate. Equati~n 5.4.1.1 froe 
Reference 3 gives tLe wing contribution. 
(C ) '" n w p 
where 
i~ the zero dihedral conc=iryution of the anti-
;=0 
(5.4.1.1) 
symnetricallift and indl-ce:i C:ra~. - This' ter.:t Is' 
obtained f=om Equation S.h.l.2 fron Refo:!rc;~~e 3 ~hich accounts for 
tip suction effects ~~ center 0: gr!~iC7 loc,t~cn. 
· ... here 
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To c~rrect for ccmpt~ssibi1ity effects, Equatio~ 5.4.1.3 is used. 
(5.4.1.3) 









The viscous drag parame~~r 3C'P in Equation 5.4.1.1 is focnd 
o 
o .C' ~ "D 
from Figure 5.4.1.2. The second viscou~ drag tec:!l ~ is found by 
.leI 
plot.ting viscous drag versus angle of attack, as sho~n in Flgur~, 5.~.1.3. 
and graphically detcr:nining the slopes. An ana1ytiedl'lethod is ;>re-
sentpd in Appendix A. Reference 3 points 0ut the importance of 1n-
eluding the viscous drag eontri~ution to C 
correlation with w1nd-:unnel resul:s. 
n p 
in obtain~ng goo~ 
Table 5.4.1.1 sumnarizes the 'ling contributio~ to C 




The vertiLal tail contribllt!on is ~tven by Equation 5.4.2.1 ~~~n 
:leference 3, where all tcr.:t,C; .-lre as defin~d :n Sectic:: S.1.3 .. 
























(c ) .. 
n v p 
~:'-
(5.4.2.1) 
Tab1~ 5.4.2.1 sumnarizc3 the vertical tail contribution to C 
np 
for the ATLIT airplane. 
5.4.3 C of the ATLIT Airplane 
n p 
Considering the wing and vertical tail 3S the only significant 
contributors, C
n 
is given in Equation 5.4.3.l. 
p 
The calculations are sU:l'.r.larizcd in Table 5.4.3.1 ;llld .. l~ttea as 
a function of a~gle of ~ttack in Fi~ure 5.4.3.1. ~o wind tunnel data 
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T.lb1ol S.~.2.1: Vertlcol1 Td1 c.,<1tr~:"'tlon to C 
.n p 
Description I'c{"rence 
Vertical taU effective litt .:urvt! d"p., ra:'le ':'.5.1.1 
per deg 
VOrtlca1 d1st:mce trolu the e.g. to the Figura 2.1.S 
Vertlcol1 toll1 oean ol"rodyna~lc chord. 
m (tt) 
"orl~ont.l1 11st.lnce froo tho c.~. to the F1~ure 2.1.5 
qU4rtl!r-cho.·.j .,f the mean ,1frodynolJD1C 
chllrd ot tho! "ertic3l ta11, '" (ft) 
~lng 'pan, '" (ft) r.lbl .. 2.1.1 
itlte of ch.ange ,,( sIJe"a~h "Ith "'lng U;> 
-
helix 8n81 .. 
(C
n )v' p"~ r3J 







1 .. -; 
lI"gnltude 
0.00507 




















of the·ATLIT Airplane 
p 
(Cn >", p (Cnp>v 
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IHn!; contribution to C for unswcpt wings due to 
. n 
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figure 5.4~1.2:. Increment in C 
'J 
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A w 
n 
due to wing viscous dr~g (Reference j) 
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PREDICTIO~ OF POWER-O~ AERODYNAMIC CHA~~CTERISTICS 
The effects of power especially from a propeller operation 
can have a significant effect on the aerodyn~~ic characteristics of 
an airplane. Due to the highly interactive nature of the propeller 
slipst'ceam, there are . usually a number o"f effects that must be con-
sidered. Powe~ effects are considered at three power settings: 
6.1 Propeller Power Effects on Static Stability Characteristics 
For conventional twin en~ine airplanes the vertical tail is 
assumed to be outside the propeller slipstrear.l. Therefore the 
propellers are assumed to produce no sidewash or dynamic pressure 
change at the vertical tail. 
6.1.1 Power Effects on Cy 
S 





(~CY)~ is the nor~al side force ca~sed by the propellers 
3 p 
(t:.CY,,)n('-q)' , h ' 11 C o u ~s tne c ange ~n nace e y 
a 
due to t:~e increased 
"dyn"amic pressure· 
(~C ) y S n(o) is t~e change in nacelle Cy ~ dt;t! to po:.,'er induced 
;:. 
sidewash at the nacelle. 
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The nomal force contribution (.\CYB)~P is given by Equation 
6.1.1.2 froo Reference 3. 
where 
n is numb~r of propellers 
(6.1.1.2) 
f is the propeller inflow factor, obtained from Figure 6.1.1.1 
S /prop is the disc area of each propeller p . 
(CN·) is the normal force parameter at 7~DO given by Equation a p 
6.1.1.3 fro':. Reference 3. 
(6.1.1.3) 
where 
~ is the empirical normal force factor of the propeller given by 
where 
given 
b b b ~ .. 262(f)o.3R + 262(t)O.6R + :'35(f)o.S:R 
P P ? P p p 
b 
(-R) is the ratio of blade width to propeller radius at the R p 
propeller radius stations. 
(6.i.1.4) 
[(Cn ) ] is the no~al coefficient at ~=SO.i obtained 
a.
p K~=80.7 
from Figure 6.1.1.2 as a function of blade angle 5'. 
The change in Cy of the nacelles due to increased d]~amic pressure 
B 





[(~Cy }n]prop is nacelle contribution with propellers off as 
S off 
detennined in Section 4.1.3 
""qn 
-=- is the increase in dynar.dc pressure at the na::elle due to 
q ... , 
power given by 
-
q"" -rrR 2 
.P 
(6.1.1.6) 
The.effect of propeller induced sidew~sh on the nacelle contri-




::I . at is the change in propeller induced side· ... ash I.-itn sidesli" 
given by 
(6.1.1.8) 
where C1 and Cz are o'btained frvr.l Figure 6.1.1.3. 
Table 6.1.1.1 (aj - (c) sux .. :narizes the effet:ts of pOlver on Cy 
S 
of the ATLIT,airplane. The power cn Cy is given by 
8 
~y' = (CV_.)prop + (~C ) ~ Y:J ?Ol;er 
3 ~ off oJ 
Table 6.t.l.l Cd) gives the power cn of the ATLI"l". 
(6.1.1.9) 
Figure 1:i.1.1.4 
presents this data as a function of 3ngl~ ~f attac~ and ?owcr settin~, 
T'. Also the calculated values .1.re c~r:l?;lred ·with ·..;inc!-tunnel. r~sults. c ' 
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6.1.2 Power Effects on C 
nS 




The san:e factors are assumed in the power incremt:,~t. 
(ACn )power B (6.1.2.1) 
Equation 6.1.2.2. 00 
The propeller normal side force increoent, (AC )N 
n)3 'p 
is given by 
(6.1.2.2) 
where 
(AC )" is the increment in Cy due to propeller normal force, nS "p B 
from Section 6.1.1 
e.g. 
e.g. 
x is the longitudinal distance from the ptopeller to the airplane p 
z is the vertical distance ~r~n the thrust line to the air?lan~ ? 
bw is the ~ing span. 
Since the two nacelle increr:tents, (AC ) (\ _) and U:C ) (0 " 
no n ~q nS n 0p' 
o act through the sa~e mor:tent a~, their effect can be conSidered to~ether. 
o (ACns)n(AQ)+(':'Cn.,)n(o )=[ClCY.»n(;lo)+(~CY,)n(v )J(:<nCO$o;:ZnSin:x). 
OJ P OJ' ~ p w 
where (6.1.2.3) 
the nacelles, obtained from Section 6.1.1 
(;ley) (,-) and (~Cy ) ( ) are the ?CW.~r increnents to C .. 
. d n -q;3 n 0p t:3 due to 
x is the longitudinal distance ~rom the nacelle CentD~ of ?ressure n 
to the air?lanc e.g., from Figure 2.1.4 
15 ... 
0, . 
. ! 0 
r 
I 
r ~ '. 
I ,. .. .0 
Zn is th~ vertical distance from the nacelle center of pressure 
to the airplance c.g., from Figure 2.1.4. 
The total airplane C is 
n3 
(6.1.2.4) 
Table 6.1.2.1 present.s the su:nmary calculations for the ATLIT airplane. 
Figure 6.1.2.lgives total C as a function of angle of attack and 
nS 
power setting, comparing it with ~·lind tunnel results. 
6.1.3 Power Effects on Ct 3 
Two power effects on C 1.. are c·onsidered. The first is caused by 
6 
the nor:nal force produced by the propeller.' The second is the result 
of the lateral shift of the portion of the wing i~~ersed in the propeller 
slipstrea~. Equation ~.l.3.l gives the total power incre~e~t. 
(6.1..3.1) 
where 
(toC7. )" is the propeller nomal side force increment given b:, 
's "p 
Equation 6.1.3.2. 
sin ~ ) (6.1.3.2) 
where all terms are the 3<1:le as in Equation 6.1.2.2. 
. ',hen the airplane i3 yawed, the center of pressurr. of the ''';ing 
shifts pro?ortional to t.:m(:3.-';,.J. On one wing the :;hii~ ·.;i11 be i.nboard, 
while on the opposite ~in~ the shift ~ill be outboard. The net result 
is a rolling coment. Equation 6.1.3.3, from Reference J, 3i~cs the· 
incret:lent. 
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(6.1.3.3) 
where 
the facto~ 1/2 accounts for fuselage interferen~e effects 
x~ is the distance from the propeller to the win~ qu~rter-chord 
along the thrust line 
(4CT ) (A-) Is the increase in lift due to p~wer-induced increased • w _q . 
dynamic pressure, obtained from Table 5.1.3.2, of Reterence 1 
(!CL\,(e ) is the increo:e:lt in lift due to power-induced dO\JTlwash, 
p . 
obtained froo Cable 5.1.3.2 of Refer~~ce 1 
10 
--R is the power-induced sidewash from Equation 6.1.1.3. 
,B 
Tcble 6.1.2.1 presents t;,e' su~nary calculations for the AILIT 
a~r?lane. TOlal ~ir?l~ne C. ~s: 
.. ~ 
::. 
a (C) + (:C. ) ~3 ~rc? ~: power 
"u 
(6.1.3.4) 
n~'Jre 6.1.3 1 ,:;i'Jes total Cl.~ .15 3 f·.·:lc~icn of :m;le of 
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6.1.5 S~oil~r Conttol 
For -;'In airplane with ail~'rons, tile I!ff~'ct of power on n,ll 
control shou~d b~ s:nall. For spoilers it d~~pt!nds on th~ i>roxi~ity 
~f the spoil~rs to the propeller slipstream. For th~ AILIT airplane, 
the portion of tht! spoilt!r immersed in tht! slip~tream is quite s~all 
at 10v angl,~ of attack; .lnd none of the spoil~'r is !.r.u:l~rst!d at 
higher angles of attack. (For data on the Lr.merst!d span as .3 
function of rover and RnRle ot attack, see Table 5.1.3.2 of ~~ference 1.) 
for thiS rt!Rson it ~.lS assu~ed ~h~t the effect of ?over ~ould be s~all. 
In addition tht!rc is no I.'ino tunnel J.lta that 3ives the isolateJ effect 
of power. The spoiler dliri\'ath'es .ere t!lcrcfore assllnH!d not to vary 
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R"ter .. nc" 
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T,bl .. :.1 
ill (tt) 
-
fI ~\lr.· ".1.1.1 
~~u~tlon 6.1.1.~ 
,,: 1 \.!c.{ !~ I 
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~ I 
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at .3 lip 
0.157 (O.st,) 
at .~ !lp 
O.lO~ iO.354) 
at .~ R· 
;> 
:.H 01.57) 
va' l .. bl .. 












'. ___ w._.". I 
e1 '.' ::-. 
S)"'l~ol Do!s~r tl'ti"n R .. t"er"nce :ia~nltudc 
(~Cy )n· I'r"pell"r ott a •• ,,11. colaerlburlon Col T.l!>le4.1.1 •. 1 -1).an041!) 
6 prop Cy • p .. r J .. " 
, oH :! 
, . 
I 
.l4n Power lndue.:d ch.ln$" 1n na~ell. dY00lmle g~u~tton 6.1.1.6 varlabl. 




1. '~ n(.q), per Je~ 
e (l::q. 6.1.l./») (oG. !i.l.l.S) 
0 0 








w- ••• ' • ......,.-__ - -_. -, '""~"- - •• ~ .. - ... "~_._M 
1.tbh 6.1.1.1(c): Chan>,e in ::acdle i; ;lu ... to Propt!ll.r Side ... a,h, (~Cy )n(<1 ) 
3 a p 
S)'IIIbal Oucrflltion R~lerene. . Magnitude 
.-
(At;. )n Propeller off nac.ll~ contribution to Y,bl.4.t.3.1 .0.000476 
II ~rop ~. , psr dllg 
off S 




, Cz Propeller sld.llasll !act.ou . Fi~urll li.l.1.3 var1~ble 
4qn 




-2. q. ~AC.(/,,(.,l')' per deg 
y' 36 
c (Eq. 6.1.l.5) (Eq. 6.l.1.6) CEq. 6.1.1.7) 
a 0.025 a 0.000012 
0.0915 O.lOll O.~!49 0.IJOJ060 









































ra~l .. 6.1.1.1(Jh ?o ... er-on Cy • of th"', ATLtr .\1r~lant! 
, 
(Cy) prop 
3 o{~ (~CY/~p (ACy ) 0-)' , S r. ,q 
(T.lbl ..... 1.5.1) (Table 6.1.1.1(3» (TJb1e 6~1.1.1(b» 
-0.00977 -.).0007 0 
-0.00977 -0.OC08 -0.000l07 
-0.00977 -0.0008 -0.000:30 
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(~Cy )n(? ) 
'-yd PQlier 
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[ (C ) ) 
;.let P ~"80.7 
~ .. 80.7 
o~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
. Fi~ure 6.1.1.2: Propeller no~al forc~ parameter (K~ferenc~ 3) 
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Table 6.1.2.1: Pover-on C of the AILtT Airplane 
na 
Description Reference 
Propeller no~ side force der1vativa, TAble 6.1.1.1 
per du 
Lon3itudi~a1 distance'froo the propeller Figure 2.1.4 
to the c.g., = «(t) 
Vertical distance froa the propeller to Figure 2.1.4 
the c.g., '= (ft) 
Ying span, m (ft) T"ble ~.1.! 
Chan;e in nacelle ~ du~ to increased Taole 6.1.1.1 
S 
d)·na. . ic ;>ressure, ;>er de; 
Change io nacelle c.{ due to ;>r0geller Table 6.1.1.1 
a ' 
sidevash, per deg 
Lon1itud1nal distance frco nacelle center, Figure 2.1.4 
of pre.sura to a1r?13ne c.;., ~ (ft) 
Vettica~ distance free nacelle center of Fi.ure 2.1.4 









-O.lS (-D. 50) 
(olC )~ (aC ) (l-'+(.lC ) , ) (Cn ) 





I' T' -, r. c ' .. 
,) D.e9l) 0.1170 a o. ,1Q15 ').1 0 ;0 I I) 0.'19l.3 '.197') 
-0.0001 -O.COOl -.). ~I)Dl 0 0 -\).(;0001 0.00179 0.001j9 O.OO17S 
-0.,)001 
-0.0,101 -O;':OOl 0 0 -,0.00001 ".C01S,., 0.00130 O.OO17~ 
.-,1 •• )OCl 
-0. COOl 
-0.0001 0 0 -0.00001 O.OOl~l .). CO LSl J.OO1S0 
-0.')')01 -0.0001 -0.~001 0 0 -O.OOCOl ').<10155 0.0()1~5 O. 00 18~ 
, ~ 
-0.01;01 



























o 2 4 6 
" "J Degrees 
Co~pari30n of ?rcdicced" power-on C with 
n" 
.' 
wind tunnel jat3 on the A:LI: A1r?la~e 











Table 6.1.3.1: Power on C1 of the ArLIT Airplane 
.' S 






















Propeller nomal side force det·ivat1ve. 
per deg. 
Longitudinal.distance froo the ?ropeller 
to the e.g •• 0 (ft) 
Vertical distance froo the propeller to 
the e.g •• c (ft) 
Ying span. a (ft) 
Dist.ancc alon~ thrJst line from the 
propeller to the win~ quarter-c~ord, 
o (ft) 
Increase 1n lift ·due to po~oer-induced . 
increased dl"lamic ~ressure 
I~crecent 1n lift due to power-1nduce~ 
downwash 
Power-induced sidewash derivative 
(.1C 1 )~ (!'Cl_)(~q+. ) d o? 
= ? 
-, r' . c c 
0.C915 0.1970 0 0.;)915 0.1970 
.... 0 '-0 o· C.OO01· 0;~'JI)2' 
'-0 '-0 0 0.0002 'O.OON 
-,J.OOOOl 
-0.00001 -O.OOCOl 0 0.0')03 0.0005 
-,J.OOOOl 
-.l.00001 -0.JOOO1 0 O.O()O) .1.liO,)7 
I -,).0000: -.).OOOO~ -').COOOZ 0 0.·JG04 tl.aOJ,~ 





























































Figure 6.1. J.1 : 
( I _<1> - <p I 
, 
" ' 
o 2 ·4 6 
J. v Degrees 
Comparison of predicted 
wind tunnel data on the 
(T~ '" .1970) 
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Effect of power on rudder derivatives 
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6.2 Propeller Power Effects on Dvnnmic Derivatbes ' 
6.2.1 Power Effects on C -
~ p 
,Th~ power increment on C, is caused by, the propel1~~ normal force. 
\:" p 
the change in dynamic pressu:,:e over the i!'lI!lersed sections of the airplane 
and the change ,in downwash in the slipstream. The power-induced normal 
force contribution is given in Equation 6.2.1.1. 
where 
(eL)N is the lift curve slope of the propeller nqrmal force 
Cl p , 
obtained frem Figure 6.2.1.1 (from Table 5.1.3.1 of Reference 1) 
YT is the lateral distance froQ the thrust lin~ to the airplane 
center of gravity 
b is the wing span. 
w 
The incremen~ in wing Cc due to power is given by Equation 6.2.1.2 p 
from Reference 3. 
where 
(6.2.1.2) 
(~CL )w(I')q) is the change in lift curve slope due to the power-, 
II' 
induced chnnge in d~'Ilamic pressure obtained trom Figure 6.2.1. 2 (from 
Table 5.1.3.2'of Reference 1) 
OCL )w(t') is the change in lift curve slope due to the i'otJer-
" ., 
induced chan~e in downw.1.:5h obtained from Fi:;u!,~' (,.2.1. J (from Table 
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l The change in nacelle Ct with power is given by Equation 6.2.1.3 p 
from Reference 3. 
where 




~ is the increment in dynamic pressure behind th'1 propeller 
q.., 




Ja is the rate of change of propeller dOlffiwash with prcpel~er p 
angle of attack, obtained from Table 5.1.3.2 of Reference 1. 
at 
u ~ is the propeller upwash gradient obtained from Table 5.1.3.1 
of Reference 1. 




C a (C ') + (uC ) - + (ue ) -t t. prop . Cp W(q+Ep) , ~ n(uq+E) p p off . P P 
Table 6.2.1.1' sum!nari=es the power effects. on the ,\1'L1T airpLme. 
(6.2.1.4) 
Figure 6.2.1.4 shows total Ct as a function of angle of attack and p 
power setting. There is no wind-tunnel data available for comparison. 
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T," •• ~ ••. ~".". .- • : •• ' .~. - ....... 
Power Effects on C 
nr 
- ,'.' - .----------~-. 
No analytical methods of computing th~ power increment to C
n 
r 
were found. In Reference 3, the C variation with power tl3S deduced 
nr 
by' comparing with wind-t~nnel d~taon a similar model. The sa~e per-
centage change in C with power for the model was assumed. 
nr 
This procedur~ is highly empidcal and cannot readily be extended 
to other aircraft. A comparison of the prediction of Reference 3 
with flight t~st data shows poor corr~lation. In view of this and 
due to th~ fact that no experimental ATLIT data i.s yet av:.ilable, 
the power effect on C
n 
is not predicted for the ATLIT .• 
r-
6.1.3 Power Effects on C1 
r 
Referenc~ 3 shows that the effect of power on Ct is due mainly 
r 
to wing contributions and that even this effect is nebligible (of the 
'order of 1:). For this reason the power effects of Cl are not 
r 
computed for the ArLIT and are assumed zero. 
6.2.4 Power effects on C 
n p 
Due to a lack of design data and for the same reasons as those 
outlined above, the power effect on C
n 
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T~ble 6.2.1.1: Power-on Ct of the ATLIT Airplane 
. p 
t'e9cription 
Lift curvo alope of the propeller 
normal force 
Lateral dt.t&,ce from thru't line co 
airplane c.g., m (fc) 
Wing span, Q (et) 
Change in wing lift curve slope 1ue to 
power-induced chsnqe in dyn~1c pressure 
Change in wing lift curve slope.due to 
propeller Jownwash 
Change in dynamic pres.ure behind the 
propdler 
Propeller off C, .. of the MccUe. 
p 
Race of chan"c of prop~ll"r downwash 
with propeller anglo of .lct""'-
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Figure 6~1.1.1: Inc=cment in lift due to propeller 
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Figure 6.2.1.2: Increment in lift due to increased 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOHHENDATIONS 
This report presents an analytical method for predicting the 
lateral-directional aerodynamic characteristics of light'twin-
. engine air.~lanes. This method is applied to the AdvRnced Technology 
Light Twu. (ATLIT)'airplane, and the predictions are then compared 
to full-scale wind tunnel data. 
Based upon this comparison, the foll'l .. 1.nl:· :1i..."'t"lations and 
conclusions are presented: 
1. The predicted values of Cy aT.:: l".'~r rh .. n the wind 
B 
tunnel values; howeve:-, the ov-:.:.::a "~l'Je is fairly 
reasonable. especially for pr~liminary-design. It is 
necessary to consider more compl~tely. the effect of 
angle of attack. The two '\reas that C' re thought to 
need the most study are the fuselage Cy variation 
B 
with angle of attack and the :uselage-vertical tail 
interference variation with angle of attack. 
2.- For the power-off case at least. the average predicted 
values of C show fairly good agreement with wind 
nS 
tunnel data. The tunnel tests show large v:!riations. 
of C with angle of attack; especially with power on. 
nS 
The contribution of the fuselage is strongly influenced 
by the wing location, and only partial me:hccs are 
available to account for it. A more detailed .study 
needs to be conducted to determine the effect cd ",ing 
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3. ~e .. pr.edicted CiS of the A'! LIT is slightly higher than 
wind tunnel results bllt' stili coopares quite 'welL 
4. The spoiler performance, both rolling and yawing moments, 
is predicted somewhat higher than four.d in t:he wind 
tunnel data. However, the agreement is still quite 
good considering the highl" gene:-al nature of the 
oethods used. A method should be developed whic~ is 
tailored to general aviation airplanes. 
5. 'The prediction of the rudder deri.vatives was dis-
appointing. But again it appears that the angle 
of attack factors have not been ~ccounted for. The 
angle of attack variation of the wing and body wake 
needs to be included in the 'prediction method. 
6. The dynamic derivatives are also presented in this 
report. When experimental databecooes available, 
it· should be correlated with these predictions to 
I • ' .. ,. .: 
evaluate the prediction ~ethod. 
7. There needs to be more power-on wind tunnel data 
in order to better"correlate the effects of power • 
. Only limited power data ~las available. and it .. a:; 
at a relatively low thrust·coetiicient • 
. 8. The data in this report and in Reference 1 slloulo. be 
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A SIMPLE ~1ETHOD FOR COHPUTING 










A SHIPLE ~!ETlIOD FOR COHPUTING 
WING VISCOUS DRAG l.~' -
o 
The win~ drag which varies with angle of attack is comprised 
0: two components. First is the drag due to dlrc.ct lift production 
(\'"rtex drag). The' second Is a ·type of profile drag c~l\sed by 
the buildup of the upper zurface boundar)' layer n's :m~lc of attack 
incre3ses (viscous drag). Together thEse two factors comprise 
the induced drag. Since the viscous dra.; ter:n is n~;::ded for thl! 
(A.l) 
where 
k is an empirical sweep correction fic-tor obtained from 
Figure A.1 a:3 a function of sweep .'llld tht! parameter 
J given in Equation A.2 
.'1 is the empirical viscous dr~i; incrcmettt fae-tor from 




J 0 J( 1) w I (e1 + l)(c~ + 1) -= • c 1 + - --B co~. 1 1 ." e 
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Fi:;ure A.3: Taper 
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